
Fuck, it’s snowing?  Damnit, now I have to 
leave like 10 minutes earlier to clear my 
car off.  Stupid snow.  At least Houghton 
is good at keeping the roads clear OH 
WAIT.  Guess it’s a good thing my 9am 
is cancelled because I wasn’t planning 
on going anyways.  Shower?  Nah.  I 
don’t wanna deal with my hair freezing 
to my head, nor do I want to take the 
extra five minutes to dry it.  Winter hat 
all day?  I think so. Hm.  These pants are 
clean enough.  So is this shirt.  I can eat 
breakfast in my 10am.  Gotta time this so 

A new mandate has passed 
through under the noses of 
all in the post election sea-
son in light of several states 
becoming pro same sex 
marriage.  The online porn 
giants, Redtube and Pornhub, 
lobbied for this bill and have 
swept through the online 
porn community to assure an 
equal mandate throughout. 

The new mandate, nicknamed 
NPP for “No Porn for Phobes,” 
has passed overwhelmingly, 
giving way to the new views 
the young people have on 
the world and one of the big-
gest problems around being 
“homophobic” or the dislike 
against and misunderstanding 
of the LGBTQIA community.  
While there was some oppo-
sition against it and there are 
sure to be sites popping up 
around the net to undermine 
the efforts of the bill, the idea 
is sweeping and evolutionary. 

The NPP states that no porn 
will be accessible to people 
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“If you can make a Buddhist monk pissed off, 
you are to be feared.”

Friday, November 30, 2012

A two-year-old is kind of like 
having a blender, but you don’t 

have a top for it.
-Jerry Seinfeld

see Submarine on back

AILYD The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like latte spanking!
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A Day In The Life Of A 5th Year

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com 
10% Discount for All Students

Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

482-5100482-5100482-5100482-5100
www.thestudiopizza.comwww.thestudiopizza.comwww.thestudiopizza.com

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

I juuuust make it to class on time so I can 
sleep more.  Optimization in practice, 
bitches.

Huh.  It’s actually kinda cold out with 
that wind.  I need to remember to find 
my gloves and winter coat.  Might be 
useful now that it’s not getting warmer 
than 27 degrees. 

Oh hey, they didn’t throw sand on the 
sidewalks on MacInnes?  I’ll just walk in 
the street.  Way safer.  Hey, what is this 

Ken Ken Oh Yeah!

by Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

see Russian on back

Fill the grid with the digits 1-8 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column 
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the 
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example, 
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the 
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.

No Porn For 
Assholes



that are so called “homophobes” and are unjustifiably hateful to those that 
fall under the community’s banner.  The restriction will be across online for 
the next few months before moving into the pay-per-view and other rental 
options.  Playboy seems to be eager to back up the movement, though there 
are some concerns on how the magazines would be kept from those who 
are restricted from viewing. 

Testing for homophobia would be simple with a quick online interview that 
is kept in a database.  Those under 18 are obviously discouraged from trying 
to access the websites that would require this interview but doing interviews 
early may help catch signs of homophobic people and help them with any 
issues they may have. 

Homophobes or people who claim to be homophobic are welcome to learn 
about the community and become more open minded about things.  When 
one thinks they are ready, they are welcome to retake the interview and lose 
the restriction of the porn.  The interview can only be taken every 6 months, 
though there is a restriction of 3 attempts, so those who try to beat the system 
are discouraged.  If the 3 times are used up, a permanent ban is put on you 
and only removable with a long and pricy jurisdiction. 

The reason behind this? To open people’s minds. As Morgan Freeman tweeted this 
past August: “I hate the word homophobia. It’s not a phobia. You are not scared. 
You are an asshole.” And assholes don’t deserve good fapping material. 

weird, warm thing on my face?  Sunlight?  Holy shit, I’m awake early enough to see the sun?  Today is gonna be a 
good day.

Fuckgoddamnitcocksucker I fucking wiped out.  Glad I didn’t crack my skull.  That $50,000 education woulda been 
gone in a flash.  Oh, and that whole head trauma thing too.  I guess that would be bad.  I probably wouldn’t be able 
to drink for awhile if that happened. 

Glad I’m so poor that I just bring a can of soup for lunch every day.  Still better than dorm food, and way the fuck 
cheaper than MUB food.  Luckily I have set up a nest in the student org office and have a full place setting for myself 
to use whenever needed.  It’s needed, since I won’t be leaving campus until parking ban for the rest of the semester.  
Specially since I actually had to register my car this semester, they’ll track me down and make me pay those stupid 
parking tickets.  Or my car will get plowed, which is worse.

Class at 3pm?  That’s cute.  NAPTIME.  IN CLASS.  Suck it professor.

Hm.  It’s dark out.  Whatever.  Gotta go spend the next 6 hours in various team meetings, all conveniently located in 
the basement lab.  I think I spend more time there than that apartment I pay rent for.  Yup.  Time to go harass other 
classmates for homework answers I haven’t figured out, in hopes that they have.  Referencing.  It’s called referencing.  
Or a trade if you give them food for it. Totally legit.

Oh, those silly freshman, complaining about how much stuff they have to do.  It’s cute.  I remember when I didn’t 
understand how to make Excel my bitch or how to write a memo.  Can do that shit while drunk now.  That’s what a 
Tech education really gives you.  Doing normal student things, whilst intoxicated, and still doing it better than everyone 
else.  Huh. No one else is in the lab?  Maybe I should go home…
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Awesomely Bad 
Products Found In

brought to you by Liz Fujita

Cat SpaCe poopdome 9000

Does your cat spend hours 
crying and daydreaming 
about being an astronaut? 
Suffer no more, Kitty Cadet! 
With the Cat Space Poop-
dome 9000, your cat can 
imagine he’s hurtling through 
space, farting out space dust 
and peeing on alien planets! 
This futuristic litter box can’t 
be beat!

Rating: 4 turds out of 5
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HeadreSt of all HeadreStS

On those tough days when 
holding your own head upright 
is just too much work, you 
can use the Headrest of All 
Headrests! Use it for napping 
during meetings, watching Sci 
Fi movie marathons, and for 
a reprieve during those long 
makeout sessions. The sleek 
design makes it almost un-
noticeable, so no one has to 
know you suffer from necktile 
dysfunction. 
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tHe Hand Job Helper

When was the last time you or your partner were disap-
pointed with your lack of manual agility and power? With 
this fashionable device, you can work out your hands 
until your fingers are as big and 
strong as boa constrictors, and 
your palms are bulkier than 
Hulk Hogan’s thighs.  You 
should see our similar mouth 
product! Kinksters: wear 
the device during sexy 
rumpus time! It probably 
feels like futuristic robot 
sex on the moon!
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tHe tri-lliptiCyCle

Should I ride my bike?
Should I run on the elliptical?
Or, should I do BOTH?

Never debate again. Now, 
with the tri-llipticycle, you can 
go for totally normal jaunts 
on the boardwalk, around the 
neighborhood, even to the 
grocery store! It’s the bastard 
child the exercise world has 
been waiting for -- we’re not 

sure if it’s a boy or a girl, but we know that you’ll enjoy it no 
matter which you are! Get your white and nerdy on today!
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by BIG O ~ Daily Bull

1000 People Suddenly Struck.
In a rare as balls event a lightning storm in North Carolina has struck 1000 
victims simultaneously this past thursday. The storm itself was a random 
occurance, one that the National Weather Service itself had not predicted.

Residents of the area were shocked when thunder and lightning began to 
strike down all around them. Residents boarded up homes and prepared 
for the worst.

“We thought the whole world was coming down. God hath wrought the 
event down upon those sinners who angered Him the most.” said one rather 
nice looking and well tempered old lady. Scientists and statisticians however 
are looking for a more plausible answer, one that doesn’t invoke God. Statisti-
cians are currently baffled as they even is considered to be extremely rare 
for 1 or even 2 people, but 1000 has never been heard of before. 

“Well It’s definitely more rare than winning the lottery” said one statistician.

In slightly less exciting news, 2 people have won the 550 million powerball, 
a lottery estimated to be harder to win than being struck by lightning by a 
factor of 500 times. Scientists and statisticians are unsure if the two events 
are related, of if there’s no link between the two.


